Mechanisms of calcium release and propagation in cardiac cells. Do studies with confocal microscopy add to our understanding?
Laser-scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) has a number of recognised advantages over other techniques of light microscopy for the study of cell and tissue structure. These include increased image spatial resolution, and even more importantly, removal of out-of-focus information from 2-dimensional images of 3-dimensional structures. Moreover, these features have also recently proved to be of immense benefit when coupled with ion-sensitive fluorescent probes, in the study of second messenger systems in relation to cell function. This review summarises the contribution that recent studies with LSCM have made to our understanding of the important patho-physiological state, spontaneous Ca(2+)-release (SCR) in isolated cardiac myocytes, and the relationship of this phenomenon to the induction of abnormal cell automaticity or cardiac arrhythmia. In some components of SCR and propagation, our existing knowledge has only been confirmed by recent results, while in others facets of this complex process, our understanding is being greatly enhanced by LSCM.